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Abstract

Power management is an important part of modern microelectronics, however, the possibilities for its de-

sign automation are insufficiently studied and therefore the state-of-the-art synthesis methods produce subopti-

mal power control circuits. Currently the same design principles, which are based on synthesis of synchronous

state machines, are used for both the data processing components and the power control circuits. While the

synchronous operation is natural for data processing, it does not meet the low-latency and resilience require-

ments imposed by the power control logic. We believe that design of power control requires a fundamentally

different approach based on clock-less design principles,which are characterised by robust operation in vari-

able conditions and high responsiveness to the input stimuli. One of the main obstacles on this pathway is the

difficulty of expressing the intended power control behaviour in a formal and unambiguous form which can

be subsequently used for logic synthesis and verification ofthe obtained solution.

1 Introduction

The market of consumer gadgets is dominated by digital electronics that processes discrete data. However,

a small portion of components remain analogue to operate on continuous values, such as the energy flows.

As energy becomes the most valuable resource in modern electronics, the efficient implementation of such

analogue components as power converters [1] is paramount for a wide range of applications, from extending the

battery life of mobile gadgets to reducing the energy bill oflarge data centres. Responsiveness and robustness of

power converters heavily depends on the implementation of their digital control circuitry – millions of control

decisions need to be made each second and a single incorrect decision may cause a malfunction of the whole

system or even permanently damage the circuit [2].

The practical design problem associated with power converters [3] are partially related to the state-of-the-

art synthesis methods which produce suboptimal solutions.Currently the same design methods and CAD tools

are used for building both the data processing components and the power control circuits. Historically these

methods and tools are optimised for synchronous circuits whose bursts of activity are driven by the frequency

of a global clock signal [4]. The clocked mode of operation isnatural for the data processing, however, when

applied to the power control it leads to either low responsiveness or power consumption overheads. On the

one hand the clocking frequency must be extremely fast to capture all the tiny changes in the analogue power

converter, which, on the other hand causes the waste of energy (useless switching of the global clock circuitry)

when there are no changes to track.

The power control could significantly benefit from the use of asynchronous logic [5] which does not rely

on the global clock signal and operates at the pace determined by the current situation. The key point here is
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that such circuits are robust to variations in the operatingconditions (e.g. voltage and temperature fluctuations)

and are adaptable to the rate of changes in the controlled system [6]. This is already realised by the analogue

engineers who are keen to use asynchronous circuits, but face the lack of design methods and tool support.

Therefore they perform a very ad hoc design of power control circuits, never use formal specifications, and

hence cannot prove correctness of their designs.

To bridge this gap one needs to develop a methodology and CAD tools for unambiguous representation of

the design intents. Such a formal specification can be subsequently used for synthesis of the power control

circuits in a correct-by-construction manner and for verifiable integration of the obtained control circuit into an

analogue-digital system. The paper tackles these issues byproposing a methodology for design of the power

control logic based on a specification language of labelled Petri nets [7] and its automated synthesis into an

asynchronous circuit [8, 9]. On this pathway we try to maximally reuse the existing synthesis tools, and apply

them to a novel domain of analogue electronics. A basic buck converter is used as a running example to

demonstrate the whole design process.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces our formalism for circuit specification.

Section 3 overviews a basic power regulator and a way of specifying its control logic. This specification is used

in Section 4 for synthesis and verification of the control circuitry. Section 5 outlines ideas for future work.

2 Petri nets and signal transition graphs

A well established modelling tool for capturing the causality and concurrency aspects of asynchronous circuits

is the Signal Transition Graphs (STGs) [10] which is a special kind of Petri nets [11] whose transitions are

associated with signal events.

Formally, a Petri net is defined as a tuplePN= 〈P, T, F, M0〉 comprising finite disjoint sets ofplaces Pand

transitions T, arcsdenoting the flow relationF ⊆ (P×T)∪ (T ×P) and initial marking M0. There is an arc

betweenx∈ P∪T andy∈ P∪T iff (x,y) ∈ F. Thepresetof a nodex∈ P∪T is defined as•x= {y | (y,x) ∈ F},

and thepostsetas x• = {y | (x,y) ∈ F}. The dynamic behaviour of a Petri net is defined as atoken game,

changing marking according to the enabling and firing rules.A markingis a mappingM : P→ N denoting the

number oftokensin each place (N = {0,1} for 1-safePetri nets). A transitiont is enablediff ∀p, p ∈ •t ⇒

M(p) > 0. The evolution of a Petri net is possible byfiring the enabled transitions.Firing of a transitiont

results in a new markingM′ such thatM′ (p) =











M(p)−1 i f p ∈ •t \ t•,

M(p)+1 i f p ∈ t • \ • t,

M(p) otherwise

for all p∈ P.

An STG is a 1-safe Petri net whose transitions are labelled bysignal events, i.e. STG=

〈P, T, F, M0, λ , Z, v0〉, whereλ is a labelling function, Z is a set ofsignalsandv0 ∈ {0, 1}|Z| is avector of ini-

tial signal values. The labelling functionλ : T → Z± maps transitions intosignal events Z± = Z×{+,−}.

The signal events labelledz+ andz− denote the transitions of signalsz∈ Z from 0 to 1 (rising edge), or from

1 to 0 (falling edge), respectively. The labelling functiondoes not have to be 1-to-1, i.e. transitions with the

same label may occur several times in the net. In order to distinguish between transitions with the same label

and refer to them from the text an indexi ∈ N is attached to their labels as follows:λ (t)/i, wherei differs

for different transitions with the same label. STGs inheritthe operational semantics of their underlying PNs,

including the notions of transition enabling and firing.

Graphically, the places are represented as circles, transitions as boxes, consuming and producing arcs
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are shown by arrows , and tokens are depicted by dots in the corresponding places. For simplicity, the

unmarked places with one transition in the preset and one transition in the postset are often hidden.

3 Buck converter

Delivery of energy and on-chip conversion of power levels isan important part of modern electronics. A

basic power regulator comprises an analogue buck and its digital control logic, as shown in Figure 1. The

control opens and closes the power regulating PMOS and NMOS transistors of the buck as a reaction tounder

voltage(UV), over current(OC) andzero crossing(ZC) conditions. These conditions are detected and signalled

by a set of specialised sensors implemented as comparators of measured current and voltage levels against some

reference values (I_max, V_0, V_ref).

buck
control

V_ref

gn_ack

zc

uv

oc

gp_ack gp

gn

Th_nmos

V_0

R
_l

oa
d

PMOS

NMOS

Th_pmos

I_max

Figure 1: Power regulator

Note that thegp andgn signals are buffered to drive the very large power regulating transistors (occupy more

than 50% of the buck area) and their effect on the buck can be significantly delayed. Therefore the controller

is explicitly notified by thegp_ak andgn_ak signals when the power transistor threshold levels (Th_pmos

andTh_nmos) are crossed on the buck side.

3.1 Specification of scenarios

The operation of a power regulator is usually specified in an intuitive, but rather informal way, e.g. by enu-

merating the possible sequences of detected conditions anddescribing the intended reaction to these events, as

shown in Figure 2. The diagram reveals an alternation of the UV and OC conditions which are handled by

opening and closing PMOS and NMOS transistors of the buck: incase of UV (resp., OC) the NMOS (resp.,

PMOS) transistor is switched off and the PMOS (resp., NMOS) is switched on. Detection of the ZC condition
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after UV does not change this behaviour, however, if ZC is detected before UV then both the PMOS and NMOS

transistors remain closed until the UV event. It is important to note that in order to avoid a short-circuit the

PMOS and NMOS transistors of the buck must never be open at thesame time. This is an important invariant

that needs to be satisfied both by a specification and an implementation and can be verified within our approach,

see Section 4. Note that while serving a descriptive purpose, this diagram does not provide a way of verifying

that the specified scenarios are consistent with each other and do not introduce intrinsic conflicts.

UV without ZC UV before ZC

time

UV after ZCD

NM
OS o

ff

PM
OS o

n

NMOS off

PMOS offNM
OS on

PM
OS offNM

OS o
ff

PM
OS o

nNM
OS on

PM
OS offNM

OS o
ff

PM
OS o

nNM
OS on

PM
OS off

current

I_max

UV OC UV ZC OC ZC UV OC

Figure 2: Informal specification of power control

A straightforward way of implementing this behaviour is by capturing its state machine in a standard RTL

and synthesising it with a conventional EDA flow [4]. Taking into account the fact that thegp_ak andgn_ak

inputs the just delayed versions of thegp andgn outputs, one can write the following synthesisable Verilog

specification of the control logic:
.

. module ontrol (lk, nrst, o, uv, z, gp_ak, gn_ak, gp, gn);

. input lk, nrst, uv, o, z, gp_ak, gn_ak;

. output reg gp, gn;

. always �(posedge lk or negedge nrst) begin

. if (nrst == 0) begin

. gp <= 0; gn <= 1;

. end else ase ({gp_ak, gn_ak})

. 2'b00: if (uv == 1) gp <= 1; else if (o == 1) gn <= 1;

. 2'b10: if (o == 1) gp <= 0;

. 2'b01: if (uv == 1 || z == 1) gn <= 0;

. endase

. end

. endmodule

The RTL synthesis produces a relatively small control circuit comprising a pair of flip-flops for thegp and

gn signals with a simple combinational logic in front. A major drawback of this approach is the dependency of

the obtained circuit on the sampling frequency of the control inputs by an artificially introduced global clock

signal. The higher is the clock frequency, the better is the responsiveness of the system. However, if the

control inputs do not change for a long time, then the power isburned by the clock tree itself. Contrary, if the

sampling frequency is low, then the response time of the control, which is measured in clock cycles, becomes

unacceptably slow and may cause malfunctioning or even a permanent damage of the powered system.
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One can notice that for this type of control it is natural to remove the clock dependency altogether and

build it in an asynchronous manner. Industry designers havealready attempted this approach by assembling the

control logic out of the library gates and validating its operation by exhaustive simulation. While this ad hoc

approach works for relatively simple control circuits, it may become infeasible for complex controllers which

need to handle multiple behavioural scenarios. A better alternative is to synthesise the asynchronous control

circuit in a correct-by-construction way and subsequentlyverify its integration with the rest of the system.

Additional invariants/properties can also be checked at this stage. Both the synthesis and verification rely on a

formal specification of the desired control behaviour. Obtaining such a specification in a unambiguous form is

the primary design automation challenge.

Consider deriving a formal specification of a basic buck control. According to the diagram of Figure 2 there

are three distinctive scenarios to capture: (i) UV happens without ZC, (ii) UV is followed by ZC and (iii) UV

happens after ZC. Let us capture one of the scenarios, e.g. when UV happens without ZC, in an STG form.

Initially the NMOS transistor is open (on state) and the PMOStransistor is closed (off state) which should

lead to the UV condition. When UV is detected (uv+), the NMOS transistor needs to get closed (gn-). When the

closing of NMOS is confirmed (gn_ak-) the PMOS transistor can be open to charge the buck (gp+ indicated

by gp_ak+). Eventually the buck will saturate leading to OC (o+) at which stage the PMOS needs to

be closed (gp-). After the closure of the PMOS transistor is confirmed (gp_ak-) the NMOS transistor gets

open (gn+ indicated bygn_ak+), leading to the release of OC (o-) and brining us to the initial state. The

resultant STG listing the sequence of signal events for thisscenario is shown in Figure 3a. The scenarios for

UV occurring before and after ZC are formalised in similar ways by the STGs in Figures 3b and 3c respectively.

(a) UV without ZC

(b) UV before ZC

(c) UV after ZC

Figure 3: STG models for buck control scenarios
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3.2 Composition

Figure 3 shows three behavioural scenarios of the buck operation. We can synthesise a circuit implementing a

particular scenario from the corresponding STG. However, in order to produce an implementation capable of

handling all of the scenarios, we need to compose them into a single specification. This can be a challenging

problem [12] and we will not discuss the general solution in this paper due to the lack of space, but fortunately

the specific case at hand can be solved without much difficulty.

Composing scenarios

(a) Composing scenarios

(b) Complete specification

Figure 4: Composition of scenarios into STG specification

One can see that all three STGs have ‘compatible’ initial states, that is all common input and output signals

are set to the same values initially. Note the following subtle point. Signalz does not appear in the second

scenario and we have to assume that its value is set to constant 0 as otherwise the whole multi-scenario specifi-

cation becomes inconsistent. With this assumption at hand,we can merge the initially marked place in the three

STGs, because it corresponds to the same global state in all three scenarios.

Once the initially marked places are merged, one can notice that we can also merge three transitionso- lead-

ing to it because the preceding states are also compatible. This process continues with signal eventgn_ak+,

and so on, ‘zipping’ the common paths of the STGs together, asshown in Figure 4a. Finally, when we reach
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the point where the paths diverge we stop; see the resulting STG in Figure 4b. Note that in principle we could

have also merged transitionsuv-, but that would require adding dummy transitions to synchronise eventsz-

andgp_ak+ in the upper and lower branches of the resulting STG.

4 Synthesis and verification

An asynchronous complex gate solution obtained by Petrify [13] and optimised for negative gates by De Mor-

gan’s laws is shown in Figure 5a. Its complexity is much lowerthan the synchronous circuit obtained form RTL

specification: only a couple of complex gates compared to a pair of flip-flops and half a dozen of gates in case of

synchronous design synthesised from the RTL specification,as shown in Figure 5b. Moreover, the input-output

latency of the asynchronous circuit is bounded by the delay of a single gate, while in synchronous design it is

determined by the clock period – the reaction to the current state of the inputs is observed only in the next clock

cycle.

gn

gp

zc

uv

oc

gn_ack

gp_ack

(a) Complex gate asynchronous implementation

RB

CK

D Q

SB

CK

D Q gn

gp

gp_ack

oc

gn_ack

uv

zc

nrst

clk

(b) Synchronous implementation

Figure 5: Buck control circuit

The Petrify solution is speed-independent [8], i.e. insensitive to delays of individual gates, which makes it

robust to delay variations caused by temperature and voltage fluctuations. This property can be formally verified

following the technique presented in [14]. A circuit is considered speed-independent under given environment,
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if it is hazard-free and conforms to the environment (i.e. produces only those changes of output signals that do

not conflict with the environment STG).

The circuit verification is done by reachability analysis ofthe composed system specification: the circuit

implementation and expected behaviour of the environment,both expressed with STGs. At this stage other

invariants and global properties can be also checked, e.g. that no state is reachable in the composed STG model

where both PMOS and NMOS transistors are open.

If the library of available gates does not contain the required complex gates, then the circuit can be de-

composed into simpler gates. Note that technology mapping of speed-independent circuits is a computationally

hard problem as the decomposed circuit must remain hazard-free and insensitive to the delays of individual

gates [15].

The complex gate solution for this relatively simple buck control is purely combinational and does not have

any memory, therefore its off-line testing is straightforward. In general, to comply with testability require-

ments it is advantageous to synthesise the control logic using so-called generalised C-elements, that can be

implemented in a testable way and integrated into a scan chain for conventional off-line testing [16].

5 Conclusions

Our research is concerned with developing and applying asynchronous design methods that were traditionally

focused on digital systems, to the analogue world. Currently the major challenge is obtaining a formal specifi-

cation of the desired control behaviour for automated implementation with existing logic synthesis tools. When

this goal is achieved, the existing synthesis methods will be extended to make use of timing assumptions specific

for the analogue world and translate them into the timing constraints. Verification of the circuit compliance with

these constraints is a subject for future work.
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